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PRESIDENT MACRON SHOULD DO A LIVE INTERVIEW ON AL JAZEERA TV NEWS
TO ADDRESS THE MUSLIM WORLD & APPEASING

Paris, Washington DC, 28.10.2020, 01:21 Time

USPA NEWS - President Macron in his tribute speech promised that "France would not renounce these drawings. His statements
have caused a crisis with the Muslim world, where protests and calls for a boycott of French products are multiplying. Since, several
days, France undergoes in addition to the rest, a Frenchbashing and call for the boycott of the French products, on the part of angry
crowds, in Muslim countries, and Arab-Muslim. The demonstrators directly target President Macron whom they accuse of "sullying
Islam" by having "insulted the Prophet Mahomet » and felt offended by the republishing of satirical cartoons on the Prophet Mahomet
who is holly. The misunderstanding should be lifted asap, hence, President Macron, who speaks good English, should do an interview
on air on a large English-speaking TV channel, and in particular the TV channel AL JAZEERA, the Leader news channel TV speaking
in Arabic (and English) to address the Muslims of the World, in order to clarify the situation and appeasing their anger. 

French bashing is as unjust as it is unbearable for the French, and not to mention the French Muslims, who suffer this collateral
damage, resulting from a huge misunderstanding. This misunderstanding should be resolved as soon as possible, because the stakes
are huge, both from an economic point of view but also with regard to the tarnishing of the image of France, once known and
recognized to be the host of the Declaration of Universal Human Rights, and the reception of political refugees offering asylum and
good living. Only the lift of this misunderstanding, can lead to an appeasement of the angry Muslims of the World, which are heated on
all sides, because one of the other disastrous consequences is that the millions French Muslims, risk being stigmatized and hence
"discriminated" within France. itself, not to mention the dangers incurred by the millions of French people who live
abroad.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
President Macron, who speaks good English, should do an interview with a large English-speaking TV channel, and in particular the
TV channel AL JAZEERA, the Leader news channel speaking in Arabic (and English) to Muslims of the World to clarify the situation.
The President should answer the questions of a great professional journalist, of this TV channel, watched by more than forty (40)
Millions and genuinely explain that he has never targeted Muslims, or the Prophet Muhammad, who is holly. President Macron should
recall during his interview that he was the only European Leader to take a position in favor of the Uyghurs, Muslims in China. Indeed,
he had publicly condemned the actions of the Chinese central power against the Muslim peoples of Xinjiang and "unacceptable
practices" which go "against the universal principles enshrined in international conventions relating to human rights". Le Presdeint
Francais had then for the first time, in a letter sent on September 6 to French
parliamentarians.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In Islam, and therefore in the eyes of Muslims, the Prophet Mahomet is holy, and it is a sacrilege to represent him, in any way of
picturing him. President Macron, unconsciously offended the Muslims of the World, during his statement in his homage speech to
Samuel Paty, while he defended freedom of expression and promised to "not renounce on publishing satiric cartoons". Although the
French President did not target the cartoons on the Prophet Mahomet, it was implied from the Muslim's perspective, and therefore
inappropriate. Everyone should swallow their pride and reestablish a dialogue in peaceful way for appeasing the situation and stop this
appeal for boycott fire. 
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